**TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #65**

**DATE:**

**N., 5., 32.**

**HISTORICAL:**

**GLO T3N R9W P43 T2N R9W P46**

**CONDITION**

**FOUND:** 1½" iron pipe 7.6" deep

**Scribed CS 1P1J.**

**New Stump Scribed 7.4" Spruce:**

**COMMENTS:**

**REWITNESS**

**1 SET**

*2" Iron Pipe* with a 3" Brass Cap *in 8" Tile with Cement*

*Post 0565 2026 4X 4X 48" Post: N. 2° feet*

**NEW ACCESSORY:**

*24 Hemlock 8° 565° Scribed = 8° 56° BT CS*

*32° Hat Section 52° 1° GNC 6A MARCH 1972*

**COMMENTS:** This corner is 22 feet north of north edge of

**Black top**

Gale, Arthur & Roger Knapp placed cap & cement

**at corner in February 1972**

**IN THE PRESENCE OF:**

John M. Calich C.S.

Stan A. Skinner

**DATE:** 10-2-67
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